Reshaping the design education for new age learners
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Abstract. Various design philosophies such as modernism, postmodernism, deconstructivism appeared following industrialization. Such developments have required today, including several research techniques in the design process. To discover “human being” on a user basis in general, the sciences of design have started to analyse researches and data in different disciplines as psychology, sociology, and environmental psychology. Embedding evolving technology to this process, such data are used to develop new topics in design like intangible design, interactive art, computational design, etc. The process of analysing and improving education methods may also add improvement of research methods to the agenda. Creativity, innovation and variations in design sail for infinite choices together with developing research methods, changing skilled new generation and developing technologies. The aim of this research is to point out the failures of design education for the new age learners.
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1 Introduction

At the beginning of the 20th century, the Industrial Revolution and its technological developments inspired the designers. These interests initiated the foundations of the Modern design movement. In particular, the Bauhaus school generated new ideas in the visual arts with the development of technology and industry. The Bauhaus school made many publications and studies. In the basic course content, shape, material, and colour
subjects were trained with an emphasis on texture and form. The studies at the Bauhaus school influenced many design departments worldwide.

The international conferences discussed the 21st Century design education. In these encounters, teaching methods, changing generation, creativity, increasing data, and research methodologies emerged through discussions. The conventional teaching methods fail in many ways to provide an effective teaching environment for the changing generation. The increasing data needs new ways of approach to transforming incompetent traditional methods. Creativity flourishes with the assistance of computer technologies and their increasing data.

1.1 The outlook of design education

Design education exposed to transform with the observation of the society. It comprises evolving design information, teaching methods, and its instruments. Yıldırım [12] describe design education as an environment where information transferred to the students immediately. MacAllister [7] remarks that the inadequacy of the implicit design methodology has caused students to lose interest in the design process. Design education has two main components. The first part is the studio education, and the second is the theoretical courses. The studio education can be both teacher and student-based teaching methods. The theoretical courses mostly use the teacher-based method. The teacher-based method failed to update itself to current developments in the society and technology.

1.2 Teaching methods

Design education implies many abilities to their prospective students. Students learn to form a conceptual project in a studio environment. Studio environment reflects the education strategy of the design institution. The failures of the design education affect the performance of the future architects. The argument here is to emphasize that the traditional teaching methods are no longer enough to trade with the growing large data sources in the design field.

1.3 Increasing data

Nowadays, there are many methods to compile the various data for any subject. The numerous data use can improve the quality level of the driven subject. In design education, design diviners in charge of the organization of the curriculum; have to develop suitable solutions to handle the bulky heavy data load. The countless sources of data enlarge the coverage area of the design discipline in many aspects. However, the traditional teaching methods of design keep its constancy.

1.4 Changing generation

Design information excluding basic principles of design develops every passing day. The education tools have also a rapid changing pattern, thanks to the developments in the technological field. While, we (researchers and educationists) accept and try to keep up a pace with all these changes. We still disregard the fact that the learners are also variable being “changing generation” by maintaining design education techniques almost intact for ages.
1.5 Research methodologies

Research methodologies improve the quality of knowledge that influences the design education. Haddad [4] describes the design concept development based on reviews of scholarly researches that can be used to bring forth new ideas and approaches to design problems.

1.6 Creativity

There are some “alternative teaching methods” and schools applied in design. However, the schools “adapting” the same approach for design courses, regardless of being theoretical or practical have still an overwhelming majority around the globe. Even though such equality and uniformity may seem to be an advantage for “Bologna process” or similar studies in many departments/fields of the social or applied sciences, it impedes the skills blossoming as well as obstructing the students to acquire information in majors of design where the “creativity” is supposed to be up in the front.

2 Reshaping the design education

Design education in the past criticized more about its quality rather than used methods. One reason is the quality of the design educations have direct affect the designers’ success in practice. Nowadays, the conventional design education can no longer sustain the changing new generation. The discussions extend to teaching methods, managing the increasing data, developing research methodologies and the creativity. There are some attempts to reshape the design education; yet, it will take some time to analyse the end results. Many experts agree on the fact that any new attempts must consider sustainable approaches.

Teaching methods have an important role to provide interactions between the students and academics. Depending on new methods, the traditional lecture hall, classrooms, studio spaces, etc., need further amendments (Fig. 1). The seating arrangements in study space should be arranged for the benefits of the new teaching methods. The computers, cell phones, pads etc. are tools giving access to increasing data. Large data help to minimize the future mistakes. The educator's role at this stage is to develop strategies to handle the large data. Tools may change rapidly in time, but the methods will evolve in time with their excessive use. Besides using research methodologies to develop the design philosophies and instruments, we need to apply the same for unearthing perceptions and skills of changing generation. In light of the data obtained, research methodologies should be produced in line with:

- adapt to changing technologies,
- changing design concepts, and also
- changing generation.
Research methodologies will help handling and streaming in orderly fashion all novelties of the design that seem to be disintegrated for the time being.

This also challenges the educators to be a part of this continuous change and development. If the educator is to make himself/herself a part of this research, then, it becomes easier to adapt and deliver the education in line with three variables that is already known to him/her. “Creativity” is the most important factor in the design. All researches, findings, technology developments and all methods developed to teach them serve for such creating and producing process. Thus, the techniques developed should not kill, but feed the creativity of the learner.

3 Conclusion

Design education is on the threshold of a transmutation. Any attempts in action need to perform deep analysis over the changing society and the academic environment. Creativity and correctly acquired and continuously upgraded knowledge may help enjoying more efficient design process. Thus, the outcomes of such process will be more satisfactory for both the designer and the user as they will be more successful in responding to the questions in the intellects of the parties.

Innovation and variations in design sail for infinite choices together with developing research methods, changing skilled generation and developing technologies.
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